Dodge caravan electrical problems

However, you'll still find them on the road. Some people aren't ready to give theirs up, while
others buy get a great deal on a used Dodge car. The Dodge car can be a good little car, but its
electrical system wasn't one of its best features. Take an inventory of what features stop
working when the yellow ABS monitor lights up on your dashboard. You might find the radio,
windshield wipers and ventilator fan affected. Try turning off the engine for a few minutes and
then turning it back on. If this temporarily resolves the problem, look for a common connection
like the front and intelligent modules. If brake lights come on with the ABS light, then the
problem may be the power brake booster. Check your ground connection if the windshield
wipers refuse to shut off. Disassemble the grounding stud and clean it up. See if the problem
resolves after reassembling. Recall whether problems with gauges started after jumping your
minivan. The jump may have led to a voltage spike, burning out fuses or the speedometer
clusters. Replace burned out fuses. But blame the BCM if gauges quit working otherwise.
Troubleshoot flashing lights at your air regulator and rear wiper delays that work fine at startup,
but eventually stop. Look to the air conditioner controller as the problem. Look for fault codes
in your Dodge Caravan computer if your engine loses power while you're driving. If that checks
out, check the fuel pump, crank angle sensor, coil pack or loose ground connections. Replace
the speed sensor if you notice electrical problems with the speedometer along with a sluggish
transmission upon acceleration. The speed sensor sends a signal to the speedometer.
Speedometer problems can also affect cruise control. Change the engine control module next to
the battery if your Dodge Caravan prefers cold weather. When warm weather causes you to lose
power while driving, it's sometimes the engine control module. A warmed up engine that
doesn't want to shift into all the gears may have a turbo boost electrical system problem. Check
the relays and fuses if your fuel pump isn't getting any fire. This makes a very fixable electrical
problem, but if everything checks out, have someone look at the collision cut-off switch.
Sometimes a tripped or bad switch can affect your fuel pump. Warm up a Dodge Ram that
doesn't want to heat on those cold winter days. A damper control system problem can restrict
air flow from the ducts. If you have air flow, just not warm air flow, look at the mixer damper
affecting the heater core or the actuator. Look for a hot wire touching the chassis or a
troublesome headlight switch if your headlights cause your pickup to lose too much juice from
the battery. Find your multifunction switch if you're having trouble with the lamp out light,
blinkers and windshield wipers. Clean the dirt and corrosion from the contacts to get the switch
operational again. If this doesn't do the trick, ask your dealer to get the codes from the Front
Control Module FCM to diagnose the problem. Figure out multiple electrical problems by
checking both fuse boxes. A short can cause a fuse to blow inside the cab or inside the hood.
Take your Intrepid in to the dealer if your car stalls while you're in motion or if your car starts in
gears other than park. It needs a revised wiring harness bracket. Ask whether a Dodge recall
covers this electrical problem. Consider replacing your radio unit if your Intrepid has been
around for awhile, and you're having repeated audio problems. It could be the antenna or a bad
connector, but the radio might just be old, too. Try a hard reset first. Remove the cable from the
positive battery terminal for 15 to 20 minutes. Reattach the cable and see if your radio and CD
player work again. Decide how much trouble it is to lock and unlock your car doors manually if
your automatic door locks stop working. The power door lock motor probably needs replacing.
Some Dodge Intrepid owners decide to forgo this fix that can cost up to a few hundred dollars
per door. Beware if your Dodge Intrepid lights begin flickering. This can signal electrical
problems that can be hazardous, particularly at night. You might see if replacing the computer
or PCM Internal Controller is the answer, but be prepared for a sizable bill. Make use of the
factory-installed seven-circuit trailer wiring connector system so that you don't need to splice
into wiring for towing. Locate the power distribution center PDC at back of the battery tray. This
is where you'll find cartridge fuses that control the components under the hood. The Dodge
Durango includes a fuse for each low beam to isolate problems. Take your SUV into the dealer if
you're experiencing a rough idle. Your Powertrain Control Module may require erasing and
reprogramming, depending upon the power codes that appear. Replace the blower resistor if
your air conditioning and heating switch only have two settings: high and off. Look in the
ductwork below the glove box. When you find the defective resistor, remove the two bolts that
hold it, and then slide the red tab to release it. Get heat to the back seat of your Dodge Durango
by checking the control unit under the right rear panel. You might find that the blend door into
heat and AC unit is broken and needs replacing. Check the Front Control Module FCM if your
Durango needs a warming up period before any of the electrical or electronic controls decide to
work. The problem could be something as simple as a corroded pin on the FCM. The BCM
controls multiple components; unfortunately, it can be a pricey fix. Dodge Caravan owners have
reported 9 problems related to electrical failure under the electrical system category. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability

analysis of Dodge Caravan based on all problems reported for the Caravan. The contact owns a
Dodge grand Caravan. When driving or idling all of the warning lights would illuminate on the
instrument control panel, and the head-lights would fail. This failure lasts from 30 seconds up to
one minute. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, but no remedy was provided. The technician at
the dealer was well informed about electrical failures for her model type. The manufacturer was
notified, but she was still waiting for a response. The current mileage was , The failure mileage
was , See all problems of the Dodge Caravan. Failure of electrical system on Dodge Caravan,
namely power door lock failure, including with key fob, switch on inside of vehicle and
automatic locking mechanism. Can be remedied by disconnecting battery and reconnecting or
removing fuse and replacing. This only helps for up to 2 days. Bought my van used at , miles,
but every complaint I have read started at 40, miles. More than 40 complaints on one website
alone. Widespread problem among this model. My almost 2 year old son was able to open the
door and climb out of the van on his own. Thankfully we were stopped and parked. Could have
been a tragedy had we been in motion, and if I did not keep him securely fastened in his car seat
until the vehicle stops. This was after resetting the battery for about the 20th time in the less
than one year since I purchased my van. But again it had failed and the automatic locking
mechanism hadn't engaged. I know that many have complained to Dodge directly, but they
refuse to acknowledge it as a safety issue and recall the electrical system. Not the only problem
I have found with the electrical system. Others include headlights going out while driving, and
turn signals not working properly, etc. People with small children especially multiple small
children are a huge number of consumers for this vehicle and it would be a shame to have
someone get hurt because Dodge doesn't think it is a safety concern. I do and many others do
as well. Will it take a death of a small child for someone to get a recall initiated?. Total electrical
failure, overcharge of system. Vehicle shutdown while in transit. All bulbs, fuses and electrical
devices out. Will not start and dealer baffled as to how it occurred. The contact owns a Dodge
Caravan. The dealer stated that the vehicle had electrical system failures. The dealer replaced
the body module and rewired the console. After the repair was made there were components
that failed. The current mileage was 35, The failure mileage was 28, The contact's vehicle has
been in the repair shop 5 times for electrical failures. While driving at 65 mph the warning
indicator lights began to flash. The contact's exterior lights also began to flash while driving.
The vehicle has been at the repair shop since December 15, The mechanic and a Dodge
technician made several unsuccessful attempts to diagnose the vehicle. The contact was the
second owner, and was advised by the attorney general that per the lemon law it only applied to
the original owner, and the mileage must not exceed 20, The vehicle was purchased on July 31,
The service manager also observed the failure. The transmission then locked up, not allowing
the contact to change gears. The vehicle was taken to a private repair shop, where it was
determined that the cause of the problem was due to electrical failure within the vehicle. While
driving with the headlights on the whole electrical system failed. As a result, when key was out
of the ignition vehicle continued to run. The van has an ongoing electrical failure which results
in the headlights, dashboard lights, and other components malfunctioning. They either don't
function at all or don't function properly. It didn't work. There is a current investigation on this
issue, pe Replaced power steering reservoir and hose. Could not duplicate a fuel gauge
problem. While driving 40 mph entire electrical system failed, causing vehicle to stall. Car
Problems. Electrical Failure problem of the Dodge Caravan 1. Electrical Failure problem of the
Dodge Caravan 2. Electrical Failure problem of the Dodge Caravan 3. Electrical Failure problem
of the Dodge Caravan 4. Electrical Failure problem of the Dodge Caravan 5. Electrical Failure
problem of the Dodge Caravan 6. Electrical Failure problem of the Dodge Caravan 7. Electrical
Failure problem of the Dodge Caravan 8. Electrical Failure problem of the Dodge Caravan 9.
Electrical System problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition problems. Ignition Switch
problems. Dash Wiring problems. Wiring problems. Instrument Panel problems. Ignition Module
problems. Battery problems. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Dodge Grand Caravan based on all
problems reported for the Grand Caravan. The car would shut off while driving on multiple
occasions. The dashboard lights would come on and the car would shut off simultaneously.
This has happened while driving on the streets and on the freeway. This is very dangerous
because there are no warnings it just shuts off. The tipm goes out quite frequently in these. My
van electrical system goes nuts on me, my headlights flash while I'm driving down the road, and
it will just off while driving. When it shuts off I have no way to warn other vehicles because none
of the lights work. I'm afraid I'm going to get into an accident because of this and it's a very
costly fix. It will not respond to any of the dedicated buttons like the fob, the master door
unlock, the overhead door opener or even manually. Tl the contact owns a Dodge Grand
Caravan. The contact stated that while driving 6 mph and making a right turn, the vehicle loss

motive power and stalled without warning. The vehicle was restarted and operated as intended.
The vehicle was taken to crystal super center commercial way, spring hill, FL and was
diagnosed that the win module and two keys needed to be replaced. The vehicle was in the
processes of been repaired. The contact mentioned that the vehicle was previously repaired
under NHTSA campaign number: 14v electrical system, air bags at ferman Chrysler Jeep Dodge
ram of new port richey us, new port richey, FL however, the repair failed to prevent the failure.
The manufacturer was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately ,
Electric door locks and air bag system have stopped functioning normally. When you first start
driving, the electric door locks are supposed to lock at 15 mph. Sometimes they will not lock
until you are going 30 mph or 45 mph. Note that all three speeds are multiples of After the doors
eventually lock themselves, all of the door locks in the vehicle will unlock without warning as
you are driving. This can happen at any speed - 20 mph, 70 mph, whatever. Once they unlock,
the vehicle will continue "unlocking" the doors repeatedly every 5- 10 seconds continuously.
The front doors can be manually locked by pushing down the door lock button located at the
top rear section of the door. As soon as you manually lock the doors, they will unlock again and
continue to unlock the doors every 5 - 10 seconds as you are driving the car. In addition, the air
bag warning light in the dash lights up when you start the car and stays continuously lit as you
are driving it. I consider these dangerous defects. It is unsafe to drive, and my Dodge dealership
told me there no "open recalls" for my vehicle. This vehicle has only 86, miles on it. The van will
did while I'm driving, very randomly. It also does when putting it in gear, also randomly. It
doesn't happen every day or every time I drive. It happens in the middle of making a turn so I
lose power steering. It's been happening for months now and is getting worse. I don't do much
highway driving but it happens on city streets in stop and go traffic. The driver side sliding door
does not operate properly. It does not open automatically with the remote if the door is
manually locked. If the sliding door is left unlocked it will open with the remote. A safety
concern of mine is that when the van is in motion lets say 60mph on the highway, someone can
pull on the open door latch and the door will open, because the safety system in place does not
lock the door when in motion. I did notice that wires on the sliding track harness on this side of
the sliding door are broken. Just got off the phone talking to Chrysler and mentioned the wire
harness issue with them, told them of the safety concern this could have on my and many other
families out there that own these vans. Imagine going 60mph or 70 mph on the highway and the
door opens, well Chrysler does not seem to care about my family or others, they told me it's out
of the warranty period, guess I'm going to have t fix it myself. Vehicle stalled intermittently
going down road, dash lights flicker on and off, windshield wipers turn on intermittently, radio
not owrking, windows not working, locks not working, all dash lights now not on, gas gage not
working, rpm not working. Vehicle is currently not driveable. On Saturday, July 21, , a fire
started in the engine, which resulted in an explosion and the van was determined to be a total
loss. Fire dept. And police arrived at the scene. The vehicle was in motion on a city street. A
puff of smoke started, pulled vehicle to side of road. Exited vehicle as the fire had started. All
the code light flashing on the dashboard, wiper automatically come on, speedometer cuts down
to 0 when driving, driver side windows wouldn't roll down or the lock switch wouldn't unlock
doors, lights flicker on and off while they are shut off, if lights on can't use bright light they cut
out when all the code light flicker on. Like it shorting out. It does this sitting still or in motion.
Happens when I am driving or sitting in a parking lot. Have had my 08 van for a few years and
everyone in awhile the alarm will sound wipers won't stop going. Has happened while driving
car stalls looses ability to steer and light go off which at night make it really hard to see. My
alarm and all other action combined happened at work while I was inside tried to turn off with
fob had to unhook battery still didn't stop. I have 4 kids and this is what I have to drive them in
we have went into a ditch and got stuck in a 4 way took to mechanic no codes no problem only
this was. Was told by dealer the could not diagnose it unless it did it to them I am at a lose I
have to drive to get to work my kids have to ride to go to sitter I am so afraid we are gonna die
in this van. The van was idling in my driveway then all of the gauges, instrument panels lights,
indicator lights and windshield wipers were turning on and off independent of the cab controls. I
turned off the key and it all stopped, but the headlights did remain on. When I turned the key
back on the erratic behavior resumed. Driving down freeway and van stalled. Coasted to road
side. Wipers go crazy when car is parked and drain all the cleaning fluid out. Have not been able
to clean windshield of excess dirt to see more clearly. Car has gone crazy. Everything electrical
goes berserk randomly. Never know what may or may not work. Electrical flips out randomly for
no reason. The car gets turned on and lights on the dashboard go on and off. The vehicle dings
and the windshield wipers go bacl and forth. I caught it on camera. We turned around and went
home. We are unsure if out vehicle is even safe to drive and we have kids. So we are stranded
and can't afford to fix an issue that Dodge says doesn't exist. This has been happening for

years of and on but now it is trying to do it while we drive. It will not let me upload video but I
can email it to someone if they need it. Defective tipm, lost electric power in at 26, miles.
Defective tipm, lost electric power in , at 36, miles. The same part in other year models were
recalled, model was not included in the recall. Contacted Dodge, they refuse to take
responsibility for this reoccurring and life threatening problem, caused by defective tipm.
Luckily, both times it happened, the vehicle was not in traffic. The contact owns a Dodge Grand
Caravan. While driving approximately 65 mph, all the warning indicators illuminated on the
instrument panel. The seat belt chime sounded, the windshield wipers activated without being
turned on, and the exterior lighting began flashing. Also, none of the doors would unlock from
the inside. The contact pulled the vehicle over to the shoulder and came to a complete stop. The
contact drove the vehicle to an independent mechanic who diagnosed that the totally integrated
power module failed and needed replacement. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 60, Bought this van in Aug.
Then things started happening. Would hesitate while driving, never die on me but still feels like
it will sometimes. Steering wheel has locked on me several times. Different panel lights come on
and go off since day one. Have changed brakes way more than should of been necessary. Other
repair to brake system. Had power steering line changed. About 6 months ago, panel lights
started coming on more often, then the gauges wouldn't work, wipers come on and won't stop.
Headlight flash on and off or don't work at all; turn signals work on and off, power locks come
on and off, can't roll windows down or up from drivers side or lock or unlock doors. Everyday it
gets worse. So because control lights had went off at that time they couldn't do anything. It was
probably an electrical problem and the last time they did one it too about 10 hr. To find the
problem. Now for the last 2 weeks all of these things stay on and continue to do it all. Low
mileage always taken care of, now I'm 70 yrs old and have a van that I'm afraid to drive. This
happens while driving and sitting still. The tipm went out as I was driving 64 mph and every light
on my dash came on. Luckily the car kept running and did not cause a serious accident. They
should based upon the numbers of people that have this same problem. My family and I were
driving down the street to go to the hospital to see our new addition to the family then all of a
sudden the wipers flew on, the dash board lights were blinking and the dinging from all the
lights on the dash was going off also my head light were blinking on and off. This has been an
ongoing issue. My doors unlock and lock while I'm driving. My wind shield wipers go on by
themselves and my door ding goes off while I'm driving and all doors are securely closed. This
is an issue that keeps being brought up and ignored for several drivers, not just my family.
When I stop they will do it also but more often than not its when I or others are driving. On the
24th of August, the car was taken in for repairs related to several recalls including the ignition
and air bags. After the work was done, the air bag light came on. After speaking to a mechanic
over the phone, an appointment was made for septermber 9th. However when the car was
brought in to be looked at, the employee I spoke to would not accept the problem as part of the
recall work and wanted to charge a diagnostic fee. I have since had the car checked by a
different mechanic whose opinion is that the previous work done on the car is what is causing
the current air bag problem, and therefore I would like the work to be done without cost to me
as per the warranty on the recall work. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign
number: 14v air bags, electrical system ; however, the part to do the repair was unavailable.
While driving various speeds, the vehicle stalled without warning. The vehicle was able to
restart once the vehicle was placed in park. The vehicle was not diagnosed nor repaired. The
contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall repair.
The approximate failure mileage was , Parts distribution disconnect. The manufacturer was
made aware of the issue. The contact had not experienced a failure. Tipm completely failed,
locking my transmission in "limp mode" and also affecting doors and window controls. While
driving on the hywy I loss speed instantly making it necessary to pull onto the median to
prevent accident. The contact stated that the manufacturer exceeded a reasonable amount of
time for the repair. I received the recall in the mail and went to the Dodge dealer over a year ago
and never heard a thing from them again. Sometimes I have to put the van in netural to start the
van. It stopped on me while I was out parked and firestone advised me to start the van this way
because nothing was wrong otherwise. Sometimes my rear window will close itself. The contact
received notification of NHTSA campaign number: 14v air bags, electrical system however, the
parts were unavailable to perform the repaired remedy. The contact stated that the manufacturer
exceeded a reasonable amount of time for the recall remedy. The manufacturer was notified of
the issue. While driving 45 mph, the brakes and steering failed and the vehicle stalled without
warning. As a result, the contact crashed into a large rock and the vehicle landed in a ditch. The
air bags failed to deploy. There were no injuries and a police report was filed. The vehicle was
towed to the contact's residence. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. While driving

approximately 40 mph, the accelerator pedal was depressed and the pedal traveled to the
floorboard. The contact stated that the vehicle accelerated independently to 60 mph. The
contact also stated that the brake pedal was depressed, which disengaged the accelerator
pedal. The failure recurred. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic for diagnostic
testing. The vehicle was diagnosed. The contact received notification of NHTSA campaign
number: 14v electrical system, air bags ; however, the part needed to repair the vehicle was
unavailable. The manufacturer was not notified of the issue. Car dies without warning.
Acceleration, steering and braking compromised and dangerous. Happens randomly, when
stopping, when accelerating when cruising at highway speeds. Engine hot and cold. New
ignition installed as part of recall program and the problem has gotten worse since the "fix".
While driving 35 mph, the vehicle stalled without warning. The contact was able to restart the
vehicle after several attempts. The failure mileage was , Car Problems. Electrical System
problem 1. Electrical System problem 2. Electrical System problem 3. Electrical System problem
4. Electrical System problem 5. Electrical System problem 6. Electrical System problem 7.
Electrical System problem 8. Electrical System problem 9. Electrical System problem Electrical
System problems Horn Assembly problems. Ignition Module problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Ignition Switch problems. Starter problems. Wiring problems. Battery Cable
problems. Battery problems. Starter Solenoid problems. Battery Dead problems. See the Back
button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Pulled
vehicle out of garage and shortly after fire started to come up out of the dash. Complete loss.
Called fire department to try to put the fire out but it spread in a matter of minutes.. Add
Complaint. Was coming home when I smelt a burning smell. I pulled over to see what it was and
could not find anything wrong, but still smelt the smell. I turned back on the car to pull over
more in the light to see what was going on it was dark. When I turned back on the car nothing
on the dashboard worked, no blinkers, no temp gauge, no gas gauge, no RPM, no speedometer.
About three hours later, still at the gas station I decided to press the trip button and everything
came back on but my door ajar button flashes on and off including the lights that come one
when the door opens, with the dinging and the locks go crazy. Needless to say, no I did not
drive it because I thought for sure it would catch fire. But it seems that this problem has
occured to several people they have just failed to report it so it has not been recalled! I had all
my 5 children with me, I thank god we were able to stay safe. I local dealer has looked at it and
says it is the intrument cluster. The intrument cluster has melted and that is why I was smelling
a burn smell. Took to private mechanic, said dealer had to fix. Took to dealer, stated could not
reinstall, needed whole new unit for dry rotted rubber gasket. Took vehicle to home depot,
bought 1 tube of black exterior silicone caulk. Drove vehicle home, and cleaned area around
rear tail light. Pushed light back into place and caulked around dry rotted rubber. Taped tail light
to body assembly be careful to use tape which will not damage vehicle. Left vehicle to sit still
for 24 hours as caulk dried. What a rip off when they can't even make a vehicle that lasts, they
have to price gouge their customers. Dealer replaced system. System worked approximately
three 3 years, then had another total failure of system, along with fan speed switch no longer
working medium and high speeds. Vehicle past warranty so had private mechanic replace
evaporator. These items were repaired in summer months. In winter, discovered heater did not
work. Haven't repaired that yet. The contact owns a Dodge Caravan. When she started the
vehicle it began to shake uncontrollably and responded as if it would stall. The dealer will also
perform diagnostic testing in order to determine additional failures that could have caused the
control module to fail. The manufacturer was not notified. The failure and current mileage was
85, Headlights and dashboard dies, intermittent. The problem show when I used the turn signal,
the dashboard dies entirely and the headlights goes off, it happens every 2 or 3 days, after a few
minutes they worked again. It happens to me more than 10 times. I solder the terminals at the
electrical box that according to the electrical diagram feed the turn signal, dashboard and
headlights in the engine compartment 2 years ago, since then the problem has not occurred any
more. Since late spring , the headlights on my Dodge Caravan have intermittently flickered and
gone out, then come back on. This continued off and on until I had the vehicle repaired at a
vehicle electrical system expert enormis, erie pa in July of They indicated that they have had to
do this with approx. Six other vehicles recently. This was an extremely dangerous situation,
having your headlights go out at night on an interstate highway while traveling 60 mph,
especially while it is raining. I have the original part:there should be a recall of these vehicles
and I want to be re-imbursed!!! I am an attorney and know a dangerous defect when I see one!!!!
The power is constantly, it is showing the last radio station that was on and the display also
shows disk song 7. Then today when I put my 4 ways on the rear wiper started going and then
stuck in the middle of the window. Now it will not work at all along with the fluid dispenser. I
checked the fuses and they all appear to be ok can't tell with the solid black ones though. Any

advise would be greatly appreciated. Water pump replaced on vehicle. Took to Dodge dealer
several times. Problem thought to be vehicle computer system. Replaced -- that did not solve
problem. Vehicle in shop almost a week and problem still has not been identified. Thought to be
electrical. The transmission then locked up, not allowing the contact to change gears. The
vehicle was taken to a private repair shop, where it was determined that the cause of the
problem was due to electrical failure within the vehicle. Daylight running lights are out on
passenger side and headlights are out on the driver side. Problem is power distribution block.
Dealer states not safety issue and not warranty due to 1 year after 3 year warranty expired.
Intermittent failure of the driver side air bag while driving. Mainly occurs during right turning
events. Light will illuminate air bag during a right turn event. When vehicle is driven straight
ahead, the light will reset. This has occurred numerous times during my ownership, and does
not seem to be weather related. The caller complained about electrical system problem. He
states that headlights will turn off at night without warning. The windshield wipers will shut off
as well. Sometimes the headlights and windshield wipers will come back on, and sometimes
they won't come on at all. Also, the horn blows, and the dashboard lights will be on, and the
automatic headlights will not shut off when the vehicle is turned off. Dealer said they do not
know what the problem is. Another dealer replaced the body control module. Manufacturer said
to continue to work with dealer. Vehicle experiences electrical problems. When the vehicle is
parked for more than 8 hours the battery dies. Also, some of the lights will come on, and some
won't. Consumer stated that the electrical problems started with the radio, then escalated with
the head lights turning on then off while driving. Dealership refuses to inspect van under the
recall relating to this problem. There is a malfunction within the computer chip that has caused
the vehicle to stall when the vehicle is driven at any speeds of 45 mph or greater. It looks like
you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign
in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. June in Dodge. I am female so I will describe the problem. This
morning I started my van and the speedometer and the tack would not work the gas and the oil
gages work fine. But also when I am driving I have what I call a glitch in the drive. I will be
driving then in feel like a very hard shift. I can feel the pull when it does this. My question is can
both of these issues be the same problem? Can it be that I have a bad computer switch? June I
have a 96 Voyager that has km on it. I bought it used 6 months ago. It has been working great
but the other day I lost power. Even though the engine runs and revs fine there is a lack of
power. The speedometer needle actually creeps up and sometimes go to the end of the scale
kmph. Engine is not revving up. If I pull over it will allow me to pull away again but within yds, it
starts again. It is all right when it is cold for the first km. I disconnected the battery to see if that
would reset anything because it almost seems electrical as opposed to mechanical. Twice
shutting the engine off and re-starting then it worked. Now it makes no difference. Any help
would be appreciated. This is driving me crazy. I acquired a Plymouth Grand Voyager a few
months ago from a relative. The Registration expired in March, and I am trying to get it to pass
smog. It has a bizarre problem where, while driving the engine just shuts off. The lights, radio,
everything still works, the engine just quits. And it takes anywhere from 10 seconds to 15
minutes before I can restart the vehicle. Now it does this anywhere from 1 to times a day. Ive
tried to get the vehicle smogged, but it wont pass, because several of the sensors wont come
back as initialized, or something. How does one diagnose this sort of intermittent problem? Ive
read about all sorts of other mysterious electronic problems with these mid-late 's chrysler
minivans. I do know that I have some sort of radiator problem, with a stuck belt or something.
Im not sure the radiator fans are turning they havent when Ive looked Does anyone know what
the best way to have something like this diagnosed, is? The vehicle has K miles on it. July We
are having the same problem.. Thanks, Lilacs. Hi cckittens - Check to see if your speedometer
and tach needles spun around and are being held down by the bottom stop pin. It happened to
me the other day, while jump starting our Caravan, the needles both surged and spun around so
that they're now held BELOW zero and can't move up. Has this happened to anyone else? Any
suggestions? I've taken the van to the dealership, but they can NOT find the Problem. This is no
surprise by the way. Has anyone had this problem before? What is it? Thank you in advance.
We have a Plymouth Voyager with , A couple of weeks ago the temperature and oil gages began
to jump around while driving. Last week it seems a poltergeist took hold of the electrical
system. While driving the door locks started clicking, all the lights that normal go off after the
car starts began to flash on and off, and the speedometer jumped around. The lights and wipers
continued to work normally. The car has now been at the dealer for a week and they are unable
to diagnose the problem which of course stopped on the drive to the dealer. At first they
thought it was the cluster but have now changed their minds. Anyone else have this problem in
the past? With , miles we don't want to put a lot into repairs. August Hi, We were driving

yesterday and were on the freeway and it just stopped. The engine will turn over but I can't get it
to fire. And know power going to coil. I didn't really have any time to diagnose the problem as
we had quests in town etc. Then I noticed the raido started to fade out but it was storming out
so I thought it might be the weather as it was fine again the next day. Well finally today I
stopped the van and it wouldn't start. Got a boost to get me home but my suspicion is the
alternator is bad. So my real question is assuming I'm right how hard is it to change it? Looks
like my biggest challenge would be dealing with the serpentine belt etc. My battery is only a
year old and I will throw a charger on it tonight. Thought I'd update my post. I got a serpentine
tool which allowed me to release the belt tension and remove the alternator. So I was able to
replace it, it was just a tough job getting the alternator out as it had to go out under the engine.
September I'm helping my father in law with finishing a wreck repaired Caravan. When you open
the left front door, the odometer and door ajar warning light comes on, and when you slam the
door HARD, the odometer and door ajar lights turn off, but only for an instant before turning
back on. Seems to be indicative of a switch problem. The wiring diagram shows a door ajar
switch, but we can't physically locate the switch. Any ideas? A wire runs to the door latch,
appearing to be for electric door lock function, is it possible that the door ajar switch is
integrated with the door latch? OMG, this sounds similar to my car. My instrument panel will
just shut off. I've had numerous problems with this van and I can't wait to send it to the junk
yard. My van has , on it and its a I have a Plymouth Voyager. It has an engine and transmission
from a Nissan Maxima. On a recent trip home from Texas, my van would not let my speed get
over 45mph. It just didn't want to go. Can anyone tell me if this is a transmission problem or
something else? I've been told it could be a speed sensor. Are you sure you have a Nissan
Maxima engine and transmission in your Voyager? If so, someone spent a lot of time and effort
to do this, and now you have a vehicle nobody will be willing to service or stand behind. If I was
a mechanic I wouldn't want to touch this vehicle with a ten foot pole. I cannot believe anyone
would actually go to all the time and effort to try to modify a Voyager in such a way. The
electronic interfaces have to be a mess! I doubt if anyone will be able to help you on this, other
than maybe whoever did the modifications in the first place! I have a Grand Voyager. The
battery light came on because the battery terminals were dirty. I cleaned the terminals and the
battery is charging as it should. The problem I have now is the lights on the 2 rear wiper
switches are blinking on and off when the key is on. Everything is working, the lights are
messed up. I have tried removing the cables again with no luck. Some people have posted a
procedure for clearing these issues in another Inside Line discussion. Then slide your temp
lever all the way to full cold. Then turn the Mode Control to the one that sends air to your face
only. Then turn the 'blower switch' to all the way to full. Now go to the leftmost three buttons.
Press the top one rear wiper on constant and the bottom one rear wiper washer fluid. Hold these
two for a few seconds. Once the lights come on solid then begin to flash, you can let go. The AC
will now calibrate. You will feel the air blow out of all the different zones at different intervals
and see lights come on and go off. Then after a minute or two the top button you pressed will be
slowly flashing. This means it has been completed. Press the last flashing button and you are
done. Turn off the van and started it back up and see now you don't have those infernal blinking
lights anymore! Hope this helps! Oh, be careful with the battery, it is very touchy on Dodge
Caravans and can blow out any electrical thing so it is better to take the battery out and charge
it and don't charge it directly. One guy mentioned it blew his on board computer just accidently
touching the wrench and grounding the battery so be careful with the battery. October I have a
base model 91 with the 2. I was pulling into a parking space when it shut down. Acted as if
someone turned the key off. I do have emergency flashers, headlights, interior lights, heater fan
remote tail gate lock and that enoying ding when you leave the key in the ignition. I called 3
dealerships they all wanted me to bring it in or didn't have any idea. Tow it again? Any idea
where the fusable links are located??? Anyone have ideas? I just got rid of my plymouth
voyager it had miles on it at the time of sale. I traded it in for a kia sportage. I couldn't deal with
the frustration any longer and also, they did a compression test on it and it failed miserably.
Good luck with your car. We were out and about all day, stopped to run an errand and that was
that. The van would not restart, would turn over but not start, thinking that it was the starter that
was already giving me trouble I replaced it. No change I found that as long as the battery had a
charge the starter would turn the flywheel so it wasn't that, and after pulling one of the spark
plug wires off there was no spark. After talking to a few people I decided to take a chance and
replace the ignition coil Does anyone have an idea of where I should start next?? I have a friend
that had a similar problem with an 89 Shadow it had the 2. It turned out to be the timing belt. He
had the belt replaced and it was fine. If it is a timing belt failure, you should not have any engine
damage because this engine has a non-interference design. Good luck. Not to flame you or
anything, but do you think the kia will last 8 years with , miles? Also a second-hand cuts the

original warranty in half. Quite honestly, all I know is it's not a dodge and I really don't care. I
bought my car with 67k on it voyager and I got 4 years out of it. I have a friend who has a 99 kia
sportage and he's going on k and his only problem is cruise control issues. Your post said
sportage. If you purchased a new , you do have a 10 year, , mile warranty. I was just relaying
what I have read about Kia not honoring their generous warranty on many occaisions in the Kia
minivan disscussions. Maybe you'll have better luck with your new vehicle, rather than getting a
4 year old vehicle with almost 70, miles. We have a 96 Caravan with , miles. The car has been
great. No problems that I would not expect. About 25, miles ago it started having a little electric
problem. From other posts I have searched here I have other vans that have symptoms that are
similar, with one exception. When this happens, the digital gauges will not light. If you let the
car sit for a period of time a few hours at least, usually overnight before we try to start it again ,
it always starts and runs fine. However, sometimes the gauges will go out while driving and
nothing happens. It has never died once running but the alarm set light comes on when all
gauges go to zero and digital indicators go out. Sometimes the car will start and run fine for a
month. Sometimes it will act up 3 times a week. Only one dealer will look at it anymore and he
has no idea. My normal mechanic has no idea. The electrical guy we take the cars to has no
idea. I have a feeling the alarm system is causing this. When I open the door, the dome lights
don't go on and when I open the door after driving, ignition alarm doesn't ring and the radio
stays on. Is the sensor expensive, where is it located and can I replace it myself? November
Update, still dead. Finally found a service manager at a local Chysler dealer that would give me
a clue! He told me to check the fusable links in the wiring harness. He was nice enough to
eplain they are orange in color ad tagged "fuse link". They are still hard to find. Looks just like
an orange wire spliced into rhe middle of a red or other color wire. Some were covered with
factory electrical tape. Found one burnt going to the first front relay. Spliced in a new wire and it
burned more as soon as I turned on the key. Anyone know if a bad relay could cause the
problem or what that relay controls? Radiator fan? I have a Dodge Caravan SE that I was told by
my mechanic that the computer was going out and needed to be replaced. On Halloween night,
the door locks kept going up and down. The interior lights kept coming on and off. The door ajar
light kept coming on. It is still doing it. Any suggestions on what could be the problem? If the
computer system needs to be replaced how do I go about doing it? Problem found!! The front
relay is the radiator relay. I soldered the new link in place of the factory fuseable link wire. Well
worth messing with. At least GM puts a fuse box under the hood that doesn't shut down half of
the electrical system if the fuse blows! Hope this helps someone in the future! I have a Dodge
Grand Caravan. I've replaced every fuse - replaced the flasher relay - and replaced the
multi-function turn signal switch. I am currently out of work because of health reasons and
unable to afford a costly repair. Can some one out there point me in the right direction in how I
might fix this problem???? Is there anywhere on the net I can get step by step instructions and
illustrations on how to proceed from here? It sounds like the dealer has done much of the
troubleshooting for you. Your local library may have a copy of the Mitchell's book for your year.
It won't tell you how to further troubleshoot your problem but it will have the wiring diagram that
you can follow. I have two problems that look similar to some that I've read about, but not
exactly. My van's wipers work whenever they want. Sometimes they will turn on at a constant
rate not intermittent regardless of the setting, but mostly they don't work. Another, new
problem, involves the door locks, gas gauge, and rear wiper. They stopped working a couple
days ago, but sometimes will start working for a few seconds while I'm driving. The rear wiper
seems to wipe once every time I start the engine, I press the on button to turn it off. If I try to
unlock the doors with the electrical switch, they all lock opposite of what it should do. Please
respond if you have any suggestions. My 91 completely shut down. I haven't had the same type
of problems you are. The only intermitent problem is my speedometer. Some times it will not
work when you start it up and drive down the road. The needle might stick at 10 to 35 mph at a
stand still. Maybe you can get some info from a local Chrysler dealer's service manager but
don't hold your breath. I notice intermediate many electrical problem 1. My passenger side
window regular stop working 2. Bigger problem is my lift gate lock remins in lock position not
able to open i. December If anyone has an explanation or easy fix please let me know. Our chry.
Sometimes slamming the passenger side sliding door solves it but lately that seems not to be
working. Dealer thought expensive diagnostics might locate problem. Quite often the rubber
stop develops a dimple, leading to incomplete inactivation of the switch. Have to correct for
xmas trip, back home, out of state. Any thoughts? Thanks, Mark. I'm having the same problem
with the both gauges but no other problems noted; good luck Mark. Any thougths on how to
correct this or access the gauges? Mark K. Problem found and fixed. It was the cam sensor. It
went bad. Replaced it and the stalling problem completely went away. Open the driver's door,
look for the door latch and there's a black button under it. That's the switch. Use a Torx

screwdriver to remove the screw and lift the plastic tabs for removing the terminal. If you aren't
getting the digital gauges, it's the switch. For those with haunted Caravans, check where you
put the alarm controls. If they are being chewed by a dog or played with by a children, remove
and clean. You might need to disassembly the dash. Look for a connector in the back of the
gauge panel. This connector carries the CCD bus which has all the data needed for the gauges
to run, it might went flaky and the readouts are bad. If this doesn't works, buy the Voyager
Haynes manual and look for electrical diagrams, from the engine computer to the gauges there
must be some color-coded cables that might be fried and need some TLC. Hope you can fix
your vehicle :shades:. Hi, I have not power in neither 12v outlets in my Chrysler Voyager Any
help? Any wiring diagram? January I have a Grand Caravan, my daughter has a About 2 months
ago, within a week of each other, our Electric windows stopped working. After about a week or
so they started working again. I suspected it was a grounding problem, but can't find any
manuals that will help me. They work fine now, but I am afraid of intermittant problems. My
brake lights were stuck on one night, so I pulled the fuse for the brake lights so the battery
would not go down before I had a chance to trouble shoot. In the process of pulling the fuse, I
created a short on the fuse panel. The next day, I checked fuses in that area and all are good.
The brake light fuse had continuity, so I put it back and the brake lights work fine-not sticking.
There was a smell of burnt insulation. I can't find any fuses that do not work, but these
functions do not work: remote control, remote door locks, remote mirror control, ammeter
gauge, ceiling lights, radio. The tailgate release button only works now when the key is on,
whereas it normally works either way. I can't see any burnt wires or fuses. The Owner's Manual
speaks of a "circuit breaker" behind the console somewhere, but does not give specifics. Could
that be the problem? If so, exactly where is it and is it something I can fix or replace? Thank you
for your guidance. We replaced the AC compressor, struts, brake pads, rotors, light switch, and
I'm sure some other things. We were trying to keep the car in good running condition so we
could keep it. We replaced the transmission four years ago and now it's acting up. I had the
transmission fluid changed thinking that would fix the problem, but it's not fixed. The car will
run fine and then I feel it lose power and in a few minutes, it will hang up in 2nd gear, around
mph. I cannot get it to go faster than that so I stop the car, cut it off and start up again. That'll
work for a few miles and then it does it again. Mechanic is pulling up code and , but his book
doesn't go that far so he is only guessing at what needs to be done. I have , miles on it,
transmission was replaced around , miles. Do you know what those codes mean and what
would you do with the car? We can't decide if it better to trade it in or sell it outright with the car
in this condition. Thanks for reading and responding! Sign In or Register to comment. Worried
about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon
odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three
repairs. To see how frequently Dodge Grand Caravan problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. All years. Grand Caravan. Dodge Grand Caravan repairs by problem area.
Dodge Grand Caravan electrical repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried
about potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs
made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Also had
new key lock installed in driver's door. Bought van used in Emergency key did not fit the doors.
Dealer that we purchased the vehicle from sent new lock and keys. I paid for the installation.
Problem appeared after the dealer flashed the car for a TSB in January. The same has happened
with others. Required leak check - None Found. Charged system with 1. Air vents blew warm air
when both temperature controls were turned to cold. Had to use AC when outside temperatures
were above 15'C even on cloudy days. Dealer updated HVAC software to comply with the recall
and replaced actuator. Internet suggested turning both temp controls back and forth
simultaneously might fix. Part of a customer satisfaction recall to fix blend door sticking issues.
Rear Condenser failure, loss of coolant. Replace condenser, recharge. Replace cabin filter,
remove mouse nest. Refrigerant too low to start AC system. Recharged system. Found that
Rear evaporator was leaking coolant. Rear evaporator and expansion valve were replaced.
Dealer replaced controls and was then ok. Fault only went away because weather warmed up.
When temps were cooler, AC would still make noise. Was told air bag would not work in an
accident. Open in driver side seat harness was found. Harness part had to be ordered. Replaced
under warranty a week later when part came in. Dual climate control not working properly,
blowing hot or cold air instead of the opposite. Was part of recall notice. HVAC control module
reprogrammed. Issue resolved. The problem was sporadic snd was not happening when taken
in to the dealer. They said the info was not stored and could not find the cause. Suggestion was
to take it in while it was happening. Dealer found damaged and malfunctioning baffles inside the
dash. Parts ordered and replaced. Replaced rear blower. Bad clockspring in steering wheel.
Restarted itself about 20 seconds later. Caused compete electrical fritz. Wipers, turn signals,

radio; everything went crazy. Sensor replaced, all is well. The wire to the main control box had
been worn through. It was less than miles out of warranty. Nothing electrical is covered under
the k warranty. Nothing would work, not the spedometer, radio or odometer. Chrysler bulletin Starcase S described noise. Dealer originally said Chrysler would not cover this repair. If I
hadn't pushed this I would have been stuck with the whole bill! If you turn the key a couple of
times it will eventually start. Dealer could not duplicate the problem. I've since determined the
problem is probably in the ignition switch. If key is turned "gently" the car starts with no
problem. I have not replaced the ignition switch since I can always start the car. Clipped on my
motorcycle battery trickle charger for a few hours. Van started fine. Had dealer check systems.
Found no problem, dealer reset low voltage fault. Dealer reset fault. The part is situated behind
the rear wheel well and salt is thrown on the part during the winter, causing it to corrode
prematurely. Chrysler would not cover the cost. Very poor design. Change of valve and
solenoid. No more repair on warranty. I will wait and see what will happen Repair not
successfull. When hit close switch, it will make a tick tick tick sound and not close. Entire
window, with grids, was replaced by dealer. I assume it works ok now, but weather has been
such that no defogging has been necessary. The door could only be opened by pulling the
handle, then the electric slide function did the rest. The dealer said it ended up being a part and
a programming issue. Mechanic said alternator failed and as a result battery was not charing.
Replaced alternator. Seat lumbar switch shorted and was replaced. Repaired under warranty.
However, receipt said replace defective window regulator which leads to me believe this an
issue with this model. Didn't fix, as everything seems to work. Regulator failure. Hvac control
head failure, fix attempted but unsuccesdful. Needs full replacement, elected to not do so. It is
not fixed yet. No voltage coming from alternator. Sometimes vehicle starts and immediately
shuts off on its own. Dealer can't fix, problem does not occur all the time. Chysler has electrical
issues. Dealer replaced starter box but it didn't help. Dealer drained and refilled system, sighted
no leaks but did it anyway to satisfy me. AC still the same, not that cold in rear of van. Remote
start failures. Van starts then shuts off about seconds later. This is the 3rd attempt to fix, and it
still remains unresolved. Dealer reprogrammed starter this time but did not help after a week.
Chrysler is aware of issue but has no fix currenly. Has happened twice since van was new.
Scheduled service to replace previously ordered nav unit. New nav unit was DOA so another
had to be ordered. Replaced rear evaporator, rear expansion valve, and filter drier. Evacuated
and recharged Dealer changed actuator in door panel. Replaced air temp sensor and airtemp
connector kit. Issues is same in winter, haven't had time to take to dealer. Fixed with a software
update. Cleared code and ok. Warranty wouldn't replace 2nd factory key, even though the first
one was already replaced under warranty about a year ago. I'm able to lower the driver side
window but takes lots of force to take it back up. The other windows are not affected. The driver
side window switch was replaced. Dealer replaced a defective sensor on passenger side. Left
loose by dealer from earlier repair to ventilation system. Restarting van turns them back on. No
fix yet. No cause identified. Wires coating crackd. Splice new wires in. Reroute harness by
hanging off trans. Was told it was winthin warranty and they fixed the issue for me. Error
message on dash would say "Lift Gate" and the interior lights would stay on like a door was
open. The gate was closed and latched. It is now. The wiring for the trailer hitch was in
backwards right from day one. Had left and right wires backwards. Family was almost taken out
by a transport not stopping since he could not tell I was As I am very afraid in this van I was
able to pull over to shoulder of road since I pay attention to traffic as well behind me A whole
slew of flashes around 9 of them to correct issues that should not happen anyways Called
roadside and had it towed to dodge dealer. Their fix was to use remote start instead of key. As
the van thinks its being stolen. Used remote start still didn't start. Called roadside to have it
brought to a diffrent dodge dealer as we moved. They replaced the wireless control module.
Engine temperature gauge went a little higher than center. Had it checked out. Needed more
refrigerant. Had to order new board for this part of the dash. When ordered, the odometer was
set at last reading and therefore the difference of almost 3, miles. It was very expensive to fix
just the dash lights not working. Front windshield washer switch does not return to off position
after actuating must be pulled back manually to turn washers off. Switch ordered. Dealer
replaced line with new part number. Chrysler reimbursed because old part number was used
when previously replaced under warranty. Dealer mechanic replaced regulator. Wipers stuck on
at mid-speed, no wash, NO turn signals. That was nice, since one of the fobs didn't work! Cause
unknown. Can be avoided by pulling the IOD fuse every night. Dodge technical support has no
ideas. All related parts have been replaced. Dealers have given up on fixing it. Dodge HQ
Technical Support has given up as well. Everyone throws the problem back at me. It is time to
sue. Had two with purchase they lasted for 6 mth and a year. Had to get a dealer key after the
first one failed. Key not available aftermarket. Replaced rear brk light twice on one side once on

other. First time is tricky, after that easy. But generally bulbs should not fail that often. Never
happened while car turned on. They kept reflashing it and said "could not duplicate. Airbag light
on. The head unit was replaced. Dealer replaced radio under warranty. Had to replace High
pressure hose, expansion block and freon. Losing freon. Wipers would not turn off, no signal
lights, no windshield washers, no high beams. Symptoms got worse, making it difficult to get
into the van. Discovered problem was the key fob, had to replace. Car does not start sometimes.
Problem continues after repair. Replaced ground wire and starter. Took it to Autozone to get it
tested battery was purchased there less than a year ago. Alternator tested fine, but battery was
corroding. Autozone replaced battery. This time the ScanGauge was connected and displayed
voltage between Took van to Autozone to test and it tested bad. Bought new alternator and
replaced it. Car won't start. Sounds like Starter engaging, but not spinning. Bench tested OK.
Checked all relays, grounds. Probably the TIPM, which includes the voltage regulator.
Recharged it with dye, and checked for leaks. Sometimes power sliding doors do not close
either. Regulator replaced. Had to tear apart entire door to even get door to open. Van towed to
shop. Part replaced under warranty, was previously replaced 18 months prior. This is a known
weak spot within FCA for many Mopar vehicles from They ordered a switch and replaced it. Now
it works. I can operate it from the driver's side and did not replace the switch. Also the driver's
side switch does not work for the sliding door window. Added one can of Ra. Pressures and
temperature drop now within specs. Replaced hard drive. System now functions properly.
Added two cans of Ra, 1 oz stop leak and UV leak detection dye. OE part unavailable from
Chrysler. Replaced with aftermarket unit - normal horn operation restored. Removed blower
assembly and found rust on bearings and fan shaft. Replaced blower motor assembly. Replaced
rear evaporator and expansion valve, and recharged system. We continuously checked the tire
pressure and it was always within spec, so the system definitely had some problem. Recharged
and added dye to locate leak. Unfortunately it broke right after the warranty ran out. I had had a
slow leak on this Van for a while. It finally got bad enough to show up. It was leaking freon.
Don't know name. I have replaced various parts, but a slow leak remains that does not show up
with a dye test. It also showed a code for missing on cylinder 1. New accessory outlet installed.
Battery drained on a daily basis and intermittently I could not lock or unlock my doors with key
FOB. Tested, both defective, why my battery was being drained even with the keys 50 or 60 ft
away from van. Couldn't get shifter out of park. Called dealer, they walked me through process
to get to neutral, then start car. Dealer could not duplicate. Brake pedal switch tested okay. Ran
out of time, did not have replacement part in stock. I am to monitor 3rd brake light and they will
repair at a later time possibly under extended warranty. Turned out the bulb was bad. When I
got home from repair visit I found that they had not corrected the probelm. I was told I would
have to return it to Albany which is miles from home to get it looked at. I was injured and just let
it go. Dealer warranty not worth much. Map lights inop. Replaced upper console control module.
Was 5 yrs old - replaced. Replaced door wire track and motor. Highest fan speed inop. Replaced
blower motor and resistor. Unfortunately for me mine failed miles beyond the extended
warranty. Driver's power window stopped working, motor failed. Replaced entire regulator
assembly including motor since that is what was available locally you can order the motor
separately online. Also moved to close but stopped before closing. Replaced with new
alternator. Used some of the sealant, and will see if that works. Two days later, coolant was
gone again. Dye traces showed possible leaks at the valve under the rear passenger side wheel,
and perhaps in condenser. No further work yet. Disappointing in a vehicle less than a decade
old. Have not found the cause or fix yet. Only 1 side had been acting up. The left turn signals
worked OK. Corrosion on battery connector. Battery cable replace and battery replaced. System
now functions normally again. Battery found to be defective holding a charge but failing under
load. Replaced battery and problem was resolved. Found power lock actuator frozen up.
Replaced actuator and lock now works again. Engine shut down twice but was able to restart.
Problem has not returned since. Passenger side power sliding door not working due to wiring
harness malfunction. Alternator was the culprit and was replaced. Had not been using air
conditioning and had not for weeks. Sometimes wouldn't work. Wiring fell down and tangled in
steering linkage preventing right turns and causing wiring to be torn apart. Trip 1 to identify
problem and order parts, 2nd trip to install part. Had to replace the "actuator" in the door. I
bought this used van through a Saturn dealership - where I have 0 deductible repair plan. Will
return in May to fix the problem. Missing links or broken links on each side. Took in to dodge
dealer, told it needed front sensors. Husband attempted to recharge but didn't work. Shop
discovered leaking o rings in rear AC lines and replaced. Dealer replaced door lock actuator
under extended warranty. Second time this specific door has has this problem. Replaced with a
"mechless" aftermarket unit. Also changed belt. Got a replacement Mopar part from the dealer
and replaced it myself. Disonnected the negative battery cable for 5 hours to reset body

computer, reconnected cable, and presto - Uconnect and autodimming mirror back to life. Had
to disconnect the battery, leave it overnight, and reconnect the battery in the morning to reset
the system. No cost but irritating - second time in 13 months of ownership that I've had to do
this. This happens so often that I'm considering just always keeping a battery wrench in the
van. Irritating - the battery has to stay disconnected all day to reset the system Window
regulator motor failed. The door locks for sliding doors and hatch would not work with the key
fob or using the automatic locks on the driver's or passenger side doors. They had to replace
the motors on all three doors. Shortly after a different noise turned out to be the steering rack.
Generator pulled down, wires there repaired. Replace bumper sensor corroded. It would not
close all the way and latch. The center console, which they installed when the van was new has
never worked correctly. The rear outlet was blowing the fuses on all of my chargers. They said it
was fine repeatedly. The passenger power door started malfunctioning and quit working all
together. The center console again We got a volt meter and tested it and it was negative power.
Got remanufactured alternator from Autozone for Bearing on it broke in 1. Replaced again by
lifetime warranty. So good so far. Replaced electrical relay. Working again. Hard to move
manually since car was purchased. Had replaced just before manufacturer's warranty was up.
There was a TSB on this. Very loud noise that fluctuated with vehicle speed. Alternator
replaced. Shop indicated they had seen several recently. Alternator failure caused battery to fail.
Repaired leak, didn't clean the carpet! Very upset. New map light assembly. Dealer tried to
reproduce problem, but failed. Dealer asked to have Van back in warmer weather to re-attempt
repairs. The Dealer said that they just reset the computer and that brought the lights back to a
functioning state. After repair we noticed that the steering column shroud was not on correctly,
took back to dealer to fix the shroud alignment. Replaced power window module. Problem
traced to decoupling pulley. Had alternator completely rebuilt including a new litens pulley.
Rebuild shop said it was close to failure. Replaced belt while apart. Freon lost. O-rings replaced
and refrigerant installed. Module replaced. Replaced clock spring in steering wheel with
aftermarket replacement part. Took into repair shop and had bad battery diagnosed. No
electrical issue. Where we purchased car in The dealer says to buy new radio and new air
condition controls. Replaced under warranty. Front Air Bag Sensors failed due to wiring
corrosion. Fixed by reflashing body control computer. Reimbursed by dealer after complaint to
Chrysler went unanswerd. Other vin numbers of this vehicle had a recall for this item so the
repair cost was covered, but not mine. Now the drivers side window won't work. Excessive
electricel drain. Burning out resisers. Replaced motor all working well. First noticed when the
battery was replaced. Made a stop to put gas cap on and left lights on and turned off vehicle.
Would not start. Solenoid failing. Bad alternator bearing. The wiring harnass has a broken wire.
Door lock actuator failed on drivers side sliding door. Replaced motor and lubed gears and
cables. Replaced blower fan and resistor. Dealer replaced resistor. Replaced total alternator.
Replaced Regulator. Then I disconnected battery to reset. All lights on dash came on, and
wouldn' go off. Replaced alternator and serpentine belt. Line cleaned out. Replaced circuit
board. Cleaned the window motor brushes for the drivers side window. Service diagnosed the
problem as a faulty rear wheel sensor. Replaced battery. No further work needed. Previous
replacement of Blower Resistor did not completely resolve the problem. The problem has now
been fixed. I performed the repair. The pump seized up, junked up whole system. Replaced
multi-function switch. Very easy fix, took 10 minutes. Latch mechanism replaced. Replaced with
aftermarket motor. Slides much better now, but still need to replace electric latch mechanism on
the door. Put vehicle in reverse and they would work work. Mechanic found a short in a cable
harness. Therefore, we traded-in. System flushed and valve replaced. First shop replaced
compressor but misdiagnosed extent of repair needed. Wasted dollars as no warranty applied.
Basically no help on redoing the work. Second shop correctly replaced compressor, flushed
system and new other required parts installed. Work now has a 2 yr warranty. Purchased used
one from bone yard and also replaced idler pulley, belt tensioner, and belt. I used parts from an
eBay seller. I hope it lasts a long time. I noticed rad fans plugged with ice. Storm must have
blown snow into engine compartment. Code said rad fan circuit open,I melted the ice and
replaced fan fuse. Replaced chip in half hour. Heater blower resistor chip went out. No
noticeable difference in performance. Cold air only blew on passenger side. Shop recharged
Freon. I expect leak or bad compressor. Lines were in very bad shape. If you own a Dodge
caravan with rear heat, check lines for corrosion. This is the second time that I've replaced this
part. Replacement parts are garbage. If it happens again, I'll remove the motor and make it
manual. The multi-function switch at the steering column was defective. Obtained new
evaporator drain hose from Dodge dealer, installed it and secured it with RTV. Replaced
Condenser. Had dead cell. Front firewall to rear heater controls. Made of steel. Late models now
aluminum. Replaced it with a rebuilt 10 year warranty. Lines replaced. All of these broken since

bought. Seems to be working fine now. Replaced with used item. Had to replace starter. Towed
to friend's shop. Finally discovered blown fuse for ignition switch. Could not find source of
problem. Towed to another shop, still there, they haven't been able to find source of problem as
of yet. Shop replaced egr valve, pcm, leak detection pump, fuel pump, starter. I also need a
smog, registration, hoses, brakes etc. Also the engine sounds funny, I'm just afraid that after ,
miles, that I'll need an engine soon I sold the car. The solution: never bring it down. Ventilation
system brings in smell of exhaust fumes when fan is running. This was NOT due to to a faulty
light bulb that needed to be replaced. At this time, we are told that it is the computer
component, no other diagnosis as of yet. Circuit board bad. All functions and buttons stopped
working on unit just under radio. Discovered during oil change and confirmed with refrigerant
leak detector. Replace with OEM part, add oil, evacuate, and charge with Ra. Owner replaced
evaporator and receiver drier. Checked charging system. AC voltage greater than mA, assume
diode failure in rectifying bridge. Alternator is quiet and charging properly. Had to be replaced.
Changed the solenoid latch mechanism. Intermittent starter operation. Changed starter. Needed
replacement. The turn signal mechanism was replaced. I recharged the AC which fixed it for
about 2 weeks but now it is the same. Horn had stopped working and airbag light was on.
Removed it and replaced it with a new one. Took about 30 minutes due to having to remove the
oil filter and use a pair of channel lock pliers. Mechanic said it wasn't a fuse. Had an
appointment to come back 2 days later so he could open up my dash, but then just as suddenly
they all began to work again. Individual gauges, and sometimes all of them stop working
periodically. Since they are on more than off, I try to keep my tank topped off and am living with
the problem. Diagnosed as the bearings in the AC compressor. Now I have no AC, but the car
sounds much better. Replaced compressor with bypass pulley and new belt. Could not switch
the cruise "ON". Occasional SRS warning light came on. Checked on internet and found a recall
to replace the clock spring in the steering wheel. Fixed free by dealer. Checked the fuse under
the hood marked "Brake lights" and it was OK. Removed the switch under the dash which is
operated by the brake pedal. One of the contacts had broken. Replaced switch. Upon web
research, fixed starting issue by. Taking out instrument cluster, inspecting factory faulty solder
connections on main board. Found error,resolved by resoldering cracks not getting a positive
current flow. Clock spring provides functionality of horn, cruise control, and airbag. Airbag
error light no longer on. New power window motor and mechanism installed. See TrueDelta's
information for all Minivans. See TrueDelta's information for all Dodge models. Dodge Grand
Caravan Electrical Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no
repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Door actuator in sliding door, right side.
Actuator for right side heating and cooling replaced. AC not cooling properly. Passengers side
air vents blew very hot air at cold setting intermittently. Passenger side climate control stuck
blowing full high heat. This was attempted on three separate occasions - appears to have
worked on 3rd attempt. Reflash of HVAC module. No Air. Alternator worn out and replaced.
Front Ac was weak, rear was blowing hot. Steering wheel controls stopped working reliably. Air
bag light on. Intermittent wipers would shut off. Rattle in Vent system when blowing
downwards. Heater had two problems 1 Heat would not work reliable unless turned to AC 2 Fan
no longer "blasting" on high. Heated steering wheel quit functioning. The entire dashboard and
electronics suite went dead at 80 mph on the highway. Blind spot monitor malfunctioned. All
electrical. Intermittent groaning not related to any action such as braking, accelerating, turning,
etc. Some times the car will not start when you turn the ignition key. Backup camera was
inoperative at time of delivery - head unit replaced uConnect. Month-old van failed to start in the
morning due apparently to weak battery. Tire pressure monitoring system indicated false low
tire pressure. Rear condenser failure which I found is a common problem because of poor
engineering. Driver side power window failure. Could not reproduce with the dealer. Air
conditionning was not working. Always hot temperature rear and passanger side. No power in
the vent - The ventilators are running fine but not a good flow. AC is not cold. Noise like strap
on the AC and also a very weird sound for the dash to the back of the car - like a "cow" Yes
Right Power Sliding Door sometimes will not close after it is open. Have to manually close it and
sort of reset itself until a week or 2 later, might happen again. The cold weather has revealed
that 4 of the wires in the rear window defroster are not functioning. As I previously reported, 4
grids in rear window defroster were dead. The buttons that open the passenger side slider door
weren't working. Battery light came on while driving. Power seat blowing 40amp. Driver window
regulator broke, replaced under extended warranty. Horrible noise in AC - thought it was related
to the previous repair, but seems to be in the compressor. Driver side window fell into door
breaking brackets, regulator and window. EVIC system randomly reset mileage to Computer
reflashed under TSB Battery light lit up while driving. Remote start works intermitently. AC not
as cold as I felt it should be. Blend doors not working properly, getting stuck on heat, and or air.

Navigation radio would lose all memory including saved places, radio presets, etc. Intermittent
tire pressure sensor loss of signal, Intermittent cruise control not switching on. Rear evaporator
let go. Passenger sliding door wont lock. Automatic Climate control blowing hot air on a hot
day. The TIPM power module failed and had to be replaced and reprogrammed AC coming out
of driver side while extreme heat out of passenger side. Factory key fobs not working again.
This year all I have been doing is recharging and takes few weeks before I can feel warm air
again. The driver side window switched stopped working. Airbag light does not turned off. Wire
loose to air conditioning system. Center console radio, HVAC, turn signals and wipers randomly
turn off. Since it was under warranty, the dealer I bought it from gave it a thorough check and
found problems with the sliding door module. Drove to the dealership and they repaired it,
covered by warranty. Faulty switch in the rear gate latch. Window fluid would take 30 seconds
to come out then only go up a quarter of the way tot he top of the window. Drivers side sliding
door had 2 broken wires for power window and power lock. Chek engine light was on and low
air in tire sign still on but check engine light automatically off and low air still on. The one 12V
plug in the front was not working. Had window control go out two times for the rear window and
had the main window control on the drivers side go out once. The powered third row passenger
side seat would not recline, so the seat would not stow. The recline motor was replaced. The AC
stopped blowing cold air. Van wouldnt stay running. And sent me home. Van wouldn't start
again. They say its fixed now. Car compartment was not cooling enough. Had to replace driver's
console as dash lights not working properly. I noticed an oily substance sprayed in engine
compartment. Driver's side power window would not rise. Multifunction switch replaced. Both
key fobs replaced under recall program. Car dead suddenly and dealer said it is caused by a
recall in safety module. Battery dies overnight. Batteries are killed by this car - in as little as 3
hrs. The driver side sliding door would open on its own and often would not close all the way.
Adjusted power sliding doors due to ultra-sensitive "phantom" obstacle detection. Power
sliding doors would often not shut. Back up camera was slow to turn on when first starting the
van. Toggle switch for driver's power window broke. Multifunction switch malfunctioning.
Vehicle started locking doors automatically. Recall repair - Wireless ignition node module.
Vehicle would not start consistently. Battery light came on on the dash. Battery light came on
again. System had leaked out all of its refrigerant. Sliding rear door would not close all the way needed a reflash software update. Also electronics do not come on upon starting vehicle still
open, not repaired. Rear hatch not closing all the way when using the power door closing
mechanism if door has been open for more than 5 minutes or so. Window regulator broke,
window glass fell down into the door. Satellite radio quit working, HVAC controls quit working
twice, power slider door doesn't always close. Rear lift gate latch would not release. Alternator
failed while driving. Rear windshield wiper and washer most of the time does not work. It
worked while it was there, but they did order a switch which has not yet been installed. Rear
Windshield wiper did not work. The passenger front window switch stopped working. Failure of
low-tone horn. HVAC blower motor was extremely noisy. Rear air conditioning stopped cooling.
AC was no longer blowing cold air, parts were replaced by private shop. The tire pressure
monitor was never fixed, the dealer would reset the light but it always would come back on with
a week or so. Replaced a part on rear air unit. Airbag indicator light had been coming on for a
month or so. Shortly thereafter received safety recall that the AC was dripping water on the
Airbag sensor and needed to be repaired. Replaced alternator and belt tensioner pulley.
Warning chimes while driving. They replaced the AC compressor unit to fix the whining sound.
Replaced center brake light. The 2 auxillary power outlets in dash have pulled out of dash and
work intermittently. This is the second time I have tried to get them to fix it. So common, the
dealer knew the part number by heart and a new design was made by Chrysler. Cruise just quit
working. Door lock does not lock or open with the automated key lock or interior lock control.
Clicking noise from engine compartment. Drivers side sliding door lost power. Drivers side
power sliding door would occasionally not work push button and nothing happened. AC not
blowing very cold, refrigerant topped off, dye added to see if there is a leak. Replaced starter as
it was making a "growling noise" that was getting louder. Replaced broken wire in left sliding
door track. Rear AC unit leaking R Passenger power door would not open all the way
automatically. Wiring harness replaced fixed the problem. One headlight bulb burned out.
Replaced a headlight for the second time. AC system held vacuum, so we recharged. When the
right turn signal was turned on the left turn lights came on. Battery died. Plastic button on
electric mirror switch switches from left to right mirror broke and failed to operate. Power locks
on passenger-side stopped working. Intermittent starting problem became severe, resulting in
vehicle being towed. Passenger side sliding door would not lock. Dash lights flashing at
random, gauge needles bouncing around. Left rear sliding door lock ceased functioning. Driver
side power sliding door not working due to faulty wiring harness. Power sliding doors not

working when sold due to faulty wiring harness. Towed to the dealer where a battery was
recently installed, in case it required a warranty replacement. Air conditioning compressor
bearings burned out at 98, miles. Wiring for remote starter was undone when headlight switch
was repaired. Clock spring for airbag was intermittent. Turn signal would not turn off when
indicating left turn - replaced multifunction switch myself. Determined rear AC evaporator had
failed due to design flaw. Had to replace rear air conditioner suppressor and connections to it.
Used dye to find leak in air condition system. Both side automatic opening doors 2nd row had
to have the electrical wiring harness replaced. Airbag light came on, at first intermittently then
constant. AC did not cool. Power lock on passenger sliding door stopped working. Van had had
a possessed volume knob in the factory stereo for some time. Passenger side sliding door
power lock actuator died. Uconnect Bluetooth and autodimming rear view mirror conked out for
no reason. Uconnect stopped working again. Uconnect stopped working again Driver side
window stuck in up position. Discovered AC wasn't working when the weather got warm
enough to use it. Started lound noises while turning and turned out to be the reservoir. Engine
shaking, then stopped. Went in for repairs to heater controls; temp regulation was iffy but
service dept could not replicate. Replaced lock activator. Alternator was making a noise, it was
still charging and working properly, but the noise was very annoying and probably would have
failed soon. Driver side power window mechanism needed to be replaced because the window
would take a very long time to get back up. Driver's side power sliding door, which was
previously realigned began to malfunction. Alternator pulley start making noise. Passenger side
power sliding door motor. Front blower resistor replaced. Wouldn't always start correct,had
ignition checked along with starter Alternator failed and needed to be replaced. Driver's slider
door locking mechanism replaced to repair issue with power lock not working on that particular
door. Computer flashed, unsure why. Some interior lights did not work. Replaced Driver side
power door cable broken wire inside cable Replaced something in drivers side window control
as it was intermitently not working. Multi switch that controls blinkers, windshield wipers was
not working correctly. Pre-emptive replacement of original alternator because it was making
suspicious noise. Replaced ambient temperature air sensor, located in front of the radiator and
behind the grill, which reports the outside temperature on the overhead console. Drivers power
window would go down, but stop half way up. Rear evaporator leaking. Had been to shop twice
in the past four poor cooling, but they were unable to find the problem due to small leak.
Alternator was making noise at idle, especially on cold days. O-rings failed. Air bag sensor in
steering wheel failed, in accident, air bag would not deploy. Power door locks not working:
dealer flashed body control module software update to repair. Airbag warning light coming on
intermittently. Car would not start without major boost from AAA. Heater would not work on
drivers side front. Electronic Sliding door would not close properly without manually forcing to
close. The lights on the radio and air condition buttons don't work. Added AC coolant. Probably
could use another can but good enough for this cooler Wisconsin summer. Corrosion of front
airbag sensor wiring connectors. Driver's side power window inoperative, regulator replaced
under warranty. Flashed BCM to repair electric lock failure. The passenger seat belt light came
on even when there was no passenger in the car or when the passenger had the seat belt on.
Window motor and switch on passenger side. Heater fan resistor failed and fan would not run,
replaced resistor and it failed put in another and it is working but I am afraid to run fan at low
speed for fear of burning out resistor. Blower motor with warn bearings hard to spin. All lights
and electrical system voltage fluctuating. The rear AC core was broken. Left electric sliding
door would not close. Replaced wiring under warranty. Passenger sliding door only closes part
way. Cruise control actuator quit working, replaced and works fine. Drivers side window motor
quit. Alternator tested very low, going on long trip did not want to deal with failure on the way.
Right turn signal quit working, had to replace the multi function switch. Power lock actuator
froze, sliding door could not be opened or unlocked. Security system light came on and all
other lights on dash were off. Alternator bearings started to fail heard grinding and isolated
sound using stethoscope. Broken headlight wire caused low beam not to illuminate - high beam
worked fine. Fan would not operate intermittantly. A hole was dicovered in the condensor unit
probably caused by debris impact from construction zones. Replace AC Compressor, replace
serpentine belt, replace transmission filter and fluid, replace front brake pads and rotors. ABS
light came on while driving. Sensor was replaced, problem solved. Turn signal not working or
working incorrectly. Rear hatch would not open when using key fob. Sliding door motor no
longer worked properly. The air conditioning system had leaks and would require over a
thousand dollars to repair. Squeal from alternator bearing? Replaced drivers side window lift
assembly including motor. We had a huge blizzard Wed, Thursday drove to work noticed check
engine light. Blower motor would randomly not start, so I replaced it with a new one from
amazon. Now it works good. Heater blower resistor chip blew out. Leak in an HVAC hose tripped

sensor. HVAC making a hissing sound from below the dash. Rear Heat Lines cracked and
drained entire coolant system in seconds. Power door locks on drivers side door. Signal lights
were not operating at all times. Air conditioning condensation dripping thru firewall onto carpet
on passengers side. Replaced driver door window regulator. Coolant transfer tubes, also called
heater tubes. Alternator bearings knocking, original part. Air conditioning blowing luke cold air.
Lock actuator for drivers sliding door went bad. Power window on driver's side would go up and
stop, then go up an inch at a time. Air conditioning compressor clutch separated, was rubbing
on pulley making loud noise, not completely repaired, but put in postion to stop noise and
rubbing, until fixed properly. Vehicle quit on freeway. Vehicle not running, blowing fuses. Front
passenger window sometimes can't be brought up after being rolled down. Need new rear
heating and air conditioning lines and fitting part AA. The headlights had one light that would
pop in and out whenever it felt like it. Clock spring in steering column - replaced due to
intermittent cruise control fail
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ures, per existing recall notice - warranty covered repair. Alternator started to whine. Right
front passenger door lock solenoid latch made grinding noise when locking. Alternator would
not charge battery or keep car running on a weak battery. AC seems to have developed a leak takes a long time to get cold. Electric passenger window motor failed and had to be replaced.
Now it is not yet properly aligned. Oil pressure switch was leaking. The gauges on my dash
suddenly stopped working, but the car still ran fine. Car very noisy for some time. AC
compressor locked up. Cruise control became intermittent and finally stopped working. Brake
lights failed sometime over the weekend. Instrument Panel Control Board failed for third time in
last 5 years! Immobilizer was falsely indicating it had been tripped same as in other 2 times ;
would attempt to start 3 times and then nothing,. Clock spring inside steering wheel broke.
Driver's door window mechanism stripped out and window fell into door.

